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This report focuses on the concept development phase 
of our research. We discuss the different methods we 
used to develop an understanding of our space and the 
people who are using it. 

Introduction



Ideo Cards



Activity Analysis

Reason: We chose this method because it helps us to better see which issues 
need to be addressed.
Process: Tasks: Make food, talk to housemates, watch some television, eat food.
Actions: Getting a pot; filling the pot with water; putting the pot on gas; boiling the 
water; putting pasta into the pot; stirring the pasta in the water; waiting for pasta to 
cook; draining the water out of the pot; putting the pasta into a bowl; putting sauce 
on the pasta; getting a fork; getting a glass; pouring milk into the glass; placing the 
bowl and glass on the table; sitting down at the table; reaching for the TV remote; 
changing the channel; eating the pasta; finish watching the TV program; washing 
the bowl, glass and fork; leaving the room.
Objects: TV; TV remote; couch; table; gas cooker; pot; bowl; fork; water; milk; 
pasta;
Performers; Participant; housemate.
Interactions: Participant and housemate; pot of water and gas cooker; TV and TV 
remote; participant and pasta



Narration

Reason: The reason we chose this method is because of the real time information 
that can be gathered from participants about how they use and see the space.

Process: We asked a participant just to talk out loud about what they were 
thinking as they moved about and interacted with the space. This gave many 
different insights about how the space, such as when they entered the room the 
instant acknowledgement of the temperature of the room and the reaction it had on 
them. This method was done in the middle of the day in february when the 
temperature is relatively low (below 18°C). This resulted in them wanting to leave 
the room sooner than expected. Another observation we made was the thoughts 
they had once they sat down. They immediately begun to think about 
uncomfortable the furniture was and the annoyance of having to get back up to turn 
on the tv as the remote didn't work.

Reflection: This method gave insight into how much the comfort level you 
experience when in the room affects the way we feel about the space.



5 Whys

Reason: The reason we used this method was because it can be used to find the 
underlying reason for any given problem.

Process: The first question we asked was “Why do you associate the living room 
and sleep?”. The answer was “I use it before i go to bed.” Then i asked “Why?”, “I 
use it as a place to eat and relax.” Then i asked again “Why?”, “It’s where other 
people in the house are and the Tv is here as well.” Again i asked “Why?”, 
“Because i like to have a chat”, “Why?” “Because having a laugh helps you relax 
before bed”.

Reflection: This was an insight we had not accounted for before this method was 
introduced. The stress someone feels can impact your sleep and the living room 
can be used as a space to relieve that stress before going to bed.



Card Sort

Reason: To discover how participants viewed the space.

Process: I set up around 30 cards on a table and asked the three people who use 
the room to rearrange the cards in an order they saw as appropriate. The cards 
included things such as places in the room eg. couch, floor, chair, window etc. I 
also had cards with different features in the room such as the view, the lighting, the 
color palette. As well as cards with the different emotions and feelings such as 
comfort, boredom, enjoyment, good etc. I then asked them to rearrange the cards 
in a way they thought would help me develop an item to improve the room in some 
way way. They begun to arrange the card by how they expected the space to work 
for them. They begun by lumping specific spaces together with some of the 
emotions and feelings they expected from those features. An example of this is 
how they lumped the couch together with emotions such as comfort and 
entertained. I then provided them with blank cards to allow them to fill in whatever 
they wanted. Cards with the time of day attached to them (morning, afternoon etc) 
were unused apart from the night time card, suggesting the space remains unused 
for most of the day. They added things such as practicality to the coffee table in the 
middle of the room saying it was too small and was only used for a foot rest at the 
moment.

Reflection: This gave me the idea that the couch and chair did not provide enough 
comfort as was expected and this could be a help in our product development 
stage.



Character Profiles

Reason: The reason for choosing this method is to create a profile of our target 
market because it tells us about the person’s behaviour or lifestyles. 

Process: We took a profile of one of the people living in the apartment.
● Name: John.
● Age: 18.
● Gender: Male.
● Location: Plassey.
● Occupancy: Study full time.
● Leisure Time: 2-6 Hours a day and weekends.
● Hobbies: Sports, socialising and video games.
● Use for Sitting Room:  Preparing and eating food to socialise with 

housemates and to consume a small amount of entertainment.
● Duration of use: 1 hours daily (goes home on weekends).
● Thoughts on Room: Handy.

Reflection: The target market may be a young student young student that uses the 
room for short periods of time. Usually later at night for socialising.



Behavioural Mapping

Reason: The reason for choosing this method is the fact that it easily provided us 
with a glimpse of what this space is mostly used for by an occupant of the house.

Process: We studied one of the occupants over a half an hour period. We studied 
him during the middle of the day.

● 14.15 to 14.45 in a living room/kitchen space in Plassey. 
● 14:15 Walks in, begins making lunch by gathering what he needs.
● 14:16 Places chicken fillet on grill, sits down at the table to wait.
● 14:17 Turns on television, Checks phone.
● 14:25 Has been watching television until now. Takes chicken off grill.
● 14:26 Serves in a sandwich with Tayto’s. Begins making tea.
● 14:27 Sits down on couch and eats whilst watching television.
● 14:35 Checks phone once food is eaten.
● 14:40 Washes cutlery, plates and grill.
● 14:45 Leaves room.

Reflection: The space is used for small periods of time by individuals for different 
reasons from relaxation to eating.



Still Photo Survey

Reason: To gather visual evidence to share between each other as we don’t all 
live in this space however we all wanted to have the same grasp of what this living 
room space is like and how the occupants use it.

Process:  We took several still photos over a period of a couple of days gathering 
photos from how the space is used in the morning to how it is used during the day 
and during the evening/ at night.

Reflection: The room lets in a lot of natural light. Also the furniture, although 
functional, does not optimise comfort.



100 Ideas

To help brainstorm ideas we 
used the 100 ideas method to 
quickly come up with simple 
concepts to solve some 
problems with the space. The 
ideas included a robot that 
makes food,  a schedule 
planner app, a vent that 
releases sleeping gas. We also 
came up with the idea of 
automatic lights and heating. 
Which is an idea we kept in 
mind when moving to the next 
stage.


